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Project Background

• Center for Strategic and Budgetary
Assessments (CSBA) has a long history
studying munitions and their impacts
– Watts, Long Range Strike: Imperatives, Urgency

and Options (2005)
– Watts, Six Decades of Guided Munitions and

Battle Networks: Progress and Prospects
(2007)

– Watts, The Evolution of Precision Strike (2013)
– Gunzinger and Clark, Sustaining America’s

Precision Strike Advantage (2015)
– Cohn, Walton, Lemon, and Yoshihara, Leveling

the Playing Field: Reintroducing Theater-Range
Missiles in a Post-INF World (2019)

• Originated in two CSBA studies:
– Rings of Fire: A Conventional Missile Strategy

for a Post-INF World (2022)
– Munitions Mixes for Great Power Conflict (study

in progress)
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Project Background

• What is a long-range munition?
– Traditional ballistic missile classifications

• Short-range (0 – 1000 km)
• Medium-range (1000 – 3000 km)
• Intermediate-range (3000 – 5500 km)
• Intercontinental (5500+ km)

– Ranges vary by theater, munition type

• What is a standoff munition?
– AGM-154 Joint Standoff Weapon: ~117 km
– AGM-158B Joint Air-to-Surface Standoff Missile: 1000+ km
– Standoff, stand-in, and direct attack vary by threat

• Where is the line between loitering munitions and small UAS? Between
advanced submunitions and swarms?

Graphic created by CSBA
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Why it Matters to NATO

• Determining munitions requirements is an enduring military problem with
stakeholders at multiple levels
– Tactical level: weaponeering, mission planning, logistics planning
– Operational level: campaign analysis, theater requirements
– Strategic/political level: procurement, budgeting, strategy

• Terms and classifications, or taxonomies, matter when addressing the
munitions problem
– They feed targeting decisions
– They feed analytical modeling
– They feed budgeting and resourcing
– They frame discussions and debate

• Advancements in munitions technologies are making classifying munitions
more complex

• How should we categorize and group current and future munitions to fully
leverage sophisticated weapon systems and frame future munitions discussion
and analysis?
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Scoping a New Munitions Taxonomy

• Ideally, a new taxonomy would be comprehensive, inclusive of systems on the
cutting edge of weapon development, and useful to a broad set of stakeholders

• More realistic: a new taxonomy as a flexible framework that organizes current
munitions and remains open to adaptation
– Broad construct able to fit more detailed models
– Ensure utility to a wide range of stakeholders

• Start with “surface strike” munitions
– Focus of previous studies
– Widest variety of features—a difficult case
– Exclude surface-to-air, waterborne, nuclear weapons
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Developing a New Munitions Taxonomy: 
Starting with Surface Strike

• Conducted a comprehensive survey of 125+ past, current, and developmental
surface strike munitions
– Munitions from the United States, NATO, Russia, and China
– Include characteristics such as speed, range, flight profile, launch weight,

guidance system (initial, mid-course, terminal), circular area probable, payload
type and weight, cost, launch platform, and manufacturer

– Used only information verifiable by open sources
– Devised categories and subcategories from munitions’ attributes
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An Example Taxonomy for Surface Strike Munitions
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Conclusion, Future Applications, Further Research

• Taxonomy is an illustrative example—limited in scope and detail
– Demonstrate inadequacy of current taxonomies
– Foundation for further research

• Useful to stakeholders at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels
– Apply to reconstitution of NATO Alliance munitions inventories

• Necessary step for analysis applications with both munitions and artificial
intelligence
– Build ontologies for semantic reasoning engines
– Natural language processing

• Future work must expand and refine the taxonomy
– Other types of munitions
– Future technologies and features
– Evaluate through case studies

• What is missing?
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Questions
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